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 Since our column on planting dates for the 2,200-foot elevation, several gardeners have 

asked about conditions at higher elevations.  Thanks to contributions from others with weather 

stations and good records, we have some additional numbers. 

 As a review, over the last five years, the median last frost date at 2,200 feet (Mariposa 

Ranger Station) was April 10.  Remember that this means the last frost was earlier than this two 

of five years and later two of five years. 

 At 2,800 feet, Usona Road area, the median last frost over the last five years was May 12.  

At 3,250 feet, Lushmeadows area, the median last frost was May 4.  Although Lushmeadows is 

higher than the Usona Road weather station, microclimate differences give it a longer growing 

season. 

 Another question being asked relates to climate zones.  Many seed and plant companies 

list varieties based on USDA or Sunset Garden Book zones.  The USDA Plant Hardiness zones 

are based solely on average coldest temperatures.  Most of Mariposa County is in zone 8; 

average lows of 10 – 20 degrees Fahrenheit. 

 More useful planting zones are found in the Sunset Western Garden Book.  These zones 

are based on many factors, including latitude, elevation, local terrain, etc.  Most of Mariposa 

County is in zone 7 under this system. 



 If you are tempted to jump the gun and get your garden going, remember to also consider 

the orientation of the garden area.  South facing sites will warm earlier than north facing.  As 

mentioned before, it would be a good idea to stagger planting dates, resulting in a reduced risk of 

frost damage as well as spreading out harvest periods for many vegetable crops. 

Weather Data: 

U. C. Weather Station – Mariposa County Fairgrounds, 1,976 feet elevation, February 20 – 26,  

High temperature 80 degrees, low temperature 36 degrees, rainfall 0 inches.  February rainfall to 

date is 1.87 inches. 
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